
                 aks ---- a reflection 

 

    MIDDLE SCHOOL ACTIVITIES  

                   [APRIL- MAY] 



 

“UDNE DO PARINDON KO ABHI SHOKH HAVA    
  MEIN,  
  
 PHIR  LAUT  KE BACHPAN KE ZAMĀNE    
 DOBAARA NAHĪÑ AATE”  
 



So to enable them to fly, the students have been kept busy throughout the 

months of April-May by engaging them in numerous activities that were 

planned by  various departments. These activities are planned keeping in 

mind that the students learn, unearth their hidden pool of talent, realize 

that they are capable of much more , and yet some more.   

The session commenced with the ice-breaking or introductory exercises, 

where both the teachers as well as the students got to know each other.  

The objective of ice-breaking activities was to acquire the skills of team-

building, co-existence and cooperation.  



ICE –BREAKING ACTIVITIES 



MIDDLE SCHOOL  ASSEMBLIES 

Middle school assemblies are planned keeping in mind 

the vision of the school. The assemblies are a sure way 

to  foster a sense of competence and confidence. 

Through these assemblies students are encouraged to 

be socially conscious, and  have a commitment 

towards society and community. 

There is a constant effort to develop a sense of moral 

integrity and respect towards religious and cultural 

diversities.   



Celebrating the Earth day; sensitizing children  on inclusion, and 

Using summer holidays optimally were the April assembly themes 

 





Its definitely not all 

play…  

Science department 

makes sure that 

students are aware of 

basic scientific facts 

and nuances of 

science in everyday 

life.  

For e.g., Students are 

learning to 

differentiate in 

various textures by 

touching and feeling 

different materials.  



Scientific temperaments are honed in  laboratories…. 



And scientific bent of minds are developed by getting 

them into thinking mode…  



The young environmentalists learn to respect nature by being in 

the midst of it. 



Learning of concepts through activities is the best way to learn, 

and to practice inclusion too. 







The Language department , both English and Hindi are keeping the flag flying high.  

The speaking skills are  acquired and enhanced during presentations and  flip 

classes,  0r……. 

Fortification of language skills through 

various exercises, one of them is the allotted 

reading time immediately after the break, 

are some of the methods apart from, 

declamation, debates etc 



Social science 

department is 

continuously 

engaged In helping 

students become 

constructive citizens 

of the country who 

take pride in their 

heritage.  

 

The hands on 

activity, like , make 

your own fossil, 

might be messy but 

the pride to have 

created something 

new is immense. It 

develops a sense of 

bon-homie and 

camaraderie too, as 

students help each 

other. 



There are constant efforts to make learning easy and 

enjoyable.  Peer learning has been a successful venture , 

where students help each other academically , and in the 

process learn the value of compassion.   





Activities like Shramdaan is not just cleaning up of classes but a way to 

understand that every kind of work is respectable   



In the Middle School we endeavour to enhance the 

entrepreneurial skills of the students’,, e.g, they  organized 

drinks stall to revive the dying foods /drinks of India, they 

prepared and sold drinks like Thandai and jaljeera.  



We are also striving towards ‘Healthy wealthy and wise’….. by helping them to eat 

right , sleep right. All sections of middle school have been consciously drilling this 

into the young minds through life skill activities and circle time.  



Contemplating world peace!!! Are they?...or deciding what  one constructive thing to do 

during the summer vacations !  



FIELD VISITS 



Also taking them out to give an out of class experience through field 

trip……A visit to National Museum…. 



A visit to IARI , Pusa road… 



The  young wiz-kids  of 

class- VI won the  Ist 

prize in ‘Rangometry ‘.  



Also our students 

are winning 

accolades  by 

participating in 

inter-school 

competitions, 

Aishwarya  of class  

VIII, won the Ist 

prize in a 

competition 

organized by Air 

Force Bal Bharti 

school.  



“abhi abhi guzra  hai, laaparwah sa , dhool 

me daudta hua,  

                zara palat kar dekhun to , bachpan 

tha shaayad.   

Jyada door nahin gaya hoga , abhi abhi to 

yahin tha,  

                ek nazar phir dekh lun ” 
 


